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Let X be a projective real, complex, or quaternion hyperbolic space, realized as 
the pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space XE G/H with G = O(p, q), U(p, q), or 
.Sp(p, 4) (these are the classical isotropic symmetric spaces). Let d be the G-in- 
variant Laplace-Beltrami operator on X. A complete description (by K-types), 
for each XEC, of all closed G-invariant subspaces of the eigenspace 
(f~ C’%(X) 1 df = xf’}. is given. The eigenspace representations are compared with 
principal series representations, using “Poisson-transformations”. Similar results are 
obtained also for the exceptional isotropic symmetric space. The Langlands 
parameters of the spherical discrete series representations are determined. a: 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G/H be a homogeneous pace of a Lie group G and a closed sub- 
group H, and let D(G/H) be the algebra of G-invariant differential 
operators on G/H. According to Helgason [ 12, p. 23, harmonic analysis on 
G/H consists of the following program: 
A. Decompose functions (e.g., compactly supported C*-functions) on 
G/H into joint eigenfunctions of D(G/H), that is, functions on G/H satisfying 
Df =x(D)L VD E D(G/H) (1.1) 
for some map (necessarily a homomorphism) x: Kb(G/H) + C. 
B. Describe for each x as above the joint eigenspace &x consisting of 
the COD-functions on G/H satisfying (1.1). 
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C. Determine for which x the space &x (equipped with the FrPchet 
topology inherited from P(G/H)) LS irreducible under the natural represen- 
tation xn, of G. 
For Riemannian symmetric spaces this program has been carried out 
completely (cf. [ 121 and the references given there). For general non- 
Riemannian semisimple symmetric spaces the program is however far from 
being complete (cf. [25] and the references given there). The best known 
examples of these spaces are the projective real, complex, and quaternion 
hyperbolic spaces, which are considered in the papers of Faraut [S], solv- 
ing problem A, and Sekiguchi [26], related to problem B. The present 
paper also deals with these hyperbolic spaces, solving in particular the 
following stronger version of C: 
C’. Determine ,for each 1 the composition series of TT/, that is, deter- 
mine all closed invariant subspaces ef gL. 
The result (Theorem 6.1) may be viewed as the analog for the eigenspace 
representations of the results of Johnson-Wallach [14] for the spherical 
principal series of a classical real rank one semisimple Lie group G. In fact, 
in the special case where H equals K (a maximal compact subgroup of G) 
the solution to C’ can be obtained directly from [ 141, using the following 
result of Helgason’s: By [ 10, Theorem IV.1.41 the Poisson transformation 
is an isomorphism of the K-finite vectors in a spherical principal series 
representation onto the K-finite vectors in the eigenspace. For the complex 
Riemannian hyperbolic spaces Problem C’ is also solved in [23]. 
The method used in this paper to solve Problem C’ is based on explicit 
calculations on the K-finite eigenfunctions involved. Each subrepresen- 
tation of rrX is described by its K-types. In particular we determine the 
K-types in each discrete series representation for the hyperbolic space 
(Theorem 6.4). 
The second result of this paper is a generalization to the hyperbolic 
spaces of the above mentioned result of Helgason’s [ 10, Theorem iV.l.41. 
Associated to the hyperbolic spaces there are also some “principal series” of 
representations and “Poisson transformations” from these to the 
eigenspaces. In general, and in contrast to the situation in [lo], there are 
eigenspace representations which are not isomorphic to any of these prin- 
cipal series representations (on the level of (g, K)-modules). However, we 
prove (Corollary 7.5) that for each of these principal series representations, 
each irreducible subquotient is isomorphic (on the level of (8, K)-modules) 
to a subquotient of the corresponding eigenspace representation-and vice 
versa. The isomorphisms are provided by Poisson-“like” transformations. 
In Section 8 similar results as the previous mentioned are proved (with 
fewer details) for the exceptional symmetric space F4( zor/Spin (1, 8) which 
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may (in some sense) be considered as a projective hyperbolic space over 
the Cayley numbers. For this space problem A was solved earlier by 
Kosters [ 181. 
Finally, in Section 9, we consider closer those discrete series represen- 
tations for G/H which are spherical (that is, contain the trivial K-type). We 
describe the Langlands parameters of this interesting series of unitary 
spherical representations. 
2. NOTATION 
Let (F be one of the classical fields R, C, or W, and let x +X be the stan- 
dard (anti-) involution of lF. Let p and q be nonnegative integers, and let 
[ , ] be the Hermitian form on lFP+y given by 
C-%vl=Y,x,+ ... +Y,x,-Y,+,x,+I- ... -Yp+p,+, (2.1) 
for x, y E IF, and let G = U( p, q; ff ) denote the group of all (p + q) x (p + q) 
matrices over [F preserving [ , 1. Here the action of a matrix on [FPfY is 
given by multiplication on the left, considering elements of tFp+ yas (p + q)- 
columns. Thus, G = O(p, q), U(p, q), or Sp(p, q) in standard notation. We 
put U(p; IF) = U(p, 0; IF). 
Assume that p and q are positive. Let H be the subgroup of G which is 
the stabilizer of the line [F(l, O,..., 0) in IFp+y. Then Hr U(1; IF) x 
U(p - 1, q; F) and the homogeneous pace G/H is identified with the space 
X= X(p, q; IF) which is the projective image of the space 
(that is, X=Z/- where - is the equivalence relation z - zu for all z E Z 
and u E F). The space G/H is a reductive symmetric space (an involution of 
G is obtained as in [25, p. 114 Example e]). We call X a projective hyper- 
bolic space. 
Let d = dim. [F, then [Fp + y g Rdp + d4 as a vector space over R, and 
Z(p, q; lF) E Z(dp, dq; R). Hence there is a natural projection 
x(4, dq; RI + WP, q; E), (2.2) 
and there is a natural action of U( 1; F) on X(dp, dq; R), defined via mul- 
tiplication from the right on Z(p, q; F). The fibers of (2.2) are the U( 1; [F)- 
orbits in X(dp, dq; R). Moreover, we may consider G naturally as a sub- 
group of U(dp, dq), and the action of G on X(p, q; 5) factorizes through the 
map (2.2). 
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Let A = A(p, q; IF) be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on X. Explicitly, A is 
constructed (and normalized) as follows (cf. [S, p. 3771). Assume first 
5 = R! and let q ,,, be the generalized wave operator on Rp + y 
a2 up,,= --& ... LE+- a2 
1 ; a”;+, + “’ +&;+y. 
For foci let J’(z)=f([z,z]-“‘z) for all ze[Wpty with [z,z]>O, 
then Af is the pull back to X of the function Cl,,,3 on Z. For [F = @ or W 
we can construct A similarly, or we can reduce to [F = R by (2.2). We have 
A E D(G/H), and every element of D(G/H) is a polynomial in A. 
For ,I E C the eigenspace 8i = gl(p, q; %) is defined by 
6>.= {f~C03(X)~Af=(i.2-p2)f} (2.3 ) 
where p = $(dp + dq - 2). Let TT~ denote the restriction to 8). of the regular 
(Frechet space-) representation of G on P(X). Notice that from (2.2) we 
get a G-homomorphism 
which is an isomorphism onto the U( 1; IF) invariant functions in 
G.?i.(dP, 4; RI. 
Let K= K(p, q; IF) c G be the maximal compact subgroup U(p; IF) x 
U(q,[F),andletfga(p,q;[F)betheLiealgebraofG.For l<i,j<p+q 
let Ei,j denote the (p + q) x (p + q) matrix with 1 on the (i, j)th entry and 
zero on all other entries. Assume q > 0 and let Yeg denote the element 
E p+y.l +ELP+,. Let A4 = M(p, q; IF) c G be the centralizer of Y in K n H, 
then M consists of the elements in G of the form 
t 0 0024 uo 0 v wo 00 0 i 
where VE U(p- 1; F), WE U(q- 1; [F), and UE U(1, ff). Notice that M is 
the stabilizer in K of the line [F( 1, O,..., 0, 1) in IFP+y, and that the 
homogeneous pace K/M can be identified with the space B = B(p, q; F) 
which is the projective image of the product of the unit spheres 
s= {YE IF”+4 I I.Y12+ ..’ + IYp12= Ibp+l12+ ... + IY,+y12= 11 
(that is, B=S/- where y-yu if yE,S and UE U(1; [F)). 
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Let QcX be the image of the set (z~Z[(z~+i,..., z,+,)#O}, then Q is 
an open dense subset of X. For t E R let a, = exp t Y, then the map 
K/Mx 10, m[ + G/H 
(kM, t) + ka, H 
(2.4) 
is a diffeomorphism onto Q (cf. [25, Proposition 7.1.31). Via the iden- 
tification K/M % B this map is the pull back to B x 10, cc [ + X of the map 
Sx 10, a~[ +Z given by 
(Y, t) + (Y, cash t,..., y, cash t, y, + , sinh t ,..., yp + q sinh t). (2.5) 
We will frequently denote by (y, t) the point of X which is the image of 
(2.5), for y E S and t E R. For (y, t) E Sz, y and t are called the spherical 
coordinates of ( y, t). 
Let Z, = (0, 1,2 ,... }. 
3. THE K-DECOMPOSITION OF P(B) 
In this section the irreducible representations of K occurring in C”(B) 
are determined. We start by recalling some results from [ 141. 
Let r be a positive integer, and let K, = U(r, 0; F), M, = U(r - 1, 0; F), 
and S, = K,/M, g Z(r, 0; IF), the unit sphere in ff’. Let A, = d(r, 0; [F), then 
A, is (the negative of) the usual Laplacian on Sdr-‘. The decomposition of 
Cao(Sr) into irreducible representations of K, is determined from [ 14, 
Theorem 3.11. The K,-types occurring are parametrized by pairs (a, b) of 
integers with the following properties (3.1)-( 3.5): 
a-bmod2. (3.1) 




The parametrization (originally due to Kostant [ 171) arises as follows 
(leaving out the trivial case [F = R with r = 1). For a 2 0 define 
A? c C?(S,) as the eigenspace 
iP= {f&=‘(S,)IA,f=a(a+dr-2)f). 
Then X” is invariant under the action of K, (from the left) and also under 
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the action by U(1, [F) (from the right). For each h as above define a 
representation 6, of U( 1; IF) as follows: If [F = R or @ let 6,(u) = uh for 24 E
U( 1; lF), and if IF = W let db be the (b + 1 )-dimensional irreducible represen- 
tation of Sp( 1) z SU(2). Let xb denote the character of 6,. Now define Xoo.’ 
as the space of functions f E 2“ which transform according to 6, under the 
(right) action of U( 1; lF), that is 
.f‘(x) = ?^,,(,,,) - f(xu) L(U) du (dim 6,) ’ (3.6) 
for all x E S,. The space Y? u,b is invariant under K,, and it is irreducible as 
a representation space for K, x U( 1; [F). Moreover the linear span of all the 
spaces XU,h, with (a, 6) satisfying (3.1))(3.5), is dense in P(B,). If 
(a, h) # (a’, h’) then X”,” and X“‘,” are not equivalent as representations 
of K,x U(1; F). 
From [ 14, Theorem 3.11 we get an explicit formula for a specific funtion 
in J@“.~. There is a unique function A,,, in .YP’ with value 1 at the origin. 
and which is fixed under the subgroup {([t; iZ], U) E K, x U( 1; (F)lm E M, 1 
of K, x U( 1; IF). This function is given by the following formula: 
e(r; d; a, h: 8) (3.7) 
for y=(y , ,..., y,) E S, with y, # 0. Here 0 E [0, 7t/2[ is determined by 
1~‘~ / =cos 13, and the function e(v; d; a, h; Q) is defined by 
r(r; d; a, h; 0) 
=COS”t)F -i(a+h+d-2), -+(a-h);z(r-1); -tan’0 (3.8) 
where F is the hypergeometric function of type (2, 1). If r = 1, (3.8) is 
replaced by e( 1; d; a, h; 0) = 1 (only tI = 0 is needed since 1 y, 1 = 1). 
Notice that if IF = R’ then X” = J@’ and E’ is the space of spherical 
harmonics of degree a on S,. Furthermore, h,., is the zonal spherical har- 
monic function in YP. 
We now consider P(B). Let A be the set of triples p of integers (j, k, I) 
with the following properties (i) and (ii): 
(i) Conditions (3.1)-(3.5) hold with r = p and (a, h) = (j, I). 
(ii) Conditions (3.1)-(3.5) hold with r= q and (a, h) = (k, I). 
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For p = (j, k, I) E A consider the subspace of Coo(S) spanned by 
functions of the form 
y + J-u,,;,, h’( y’u) h”o du (3.9) 
for y=(y’, y”)ES=S,xS,, where h’ E XL’ c C” (S,) and h” E Z”,’ c 
Cm(Sy). We denote by Xfl this space, considered as a space of functions on 
B. Notice that if [F = R or @, the integrand in (3.9) is constant. 
In particular, taking h’ = hj,, and h” = h,,, in (3.9), we obtain a function 
h, E A?#‘, which is given by 
fory=(y,,...,y,+,)ES,withyl#Oandy,+,#O,where5,rE[O,n/2[are 
determined by lyrl = cos 5 and 1 yp + y I = cos 9. To obtain (3.10) we have 
used the following formula 
I x,(uu) x,( wu) du = x,( viii) dim 6, U(1.F) 
for u, w E U( 1; IF). We now have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The set A parametrizes the irreducible representations 
of K in C”(B). For each p E A the corresponding K-type has multiplicity one 
in Cm(B) and the space of functions transforming according to this K-type is 
JI?~. In Zp there is a unique function with the value 1 at the origin and which 
is fixed under M. This function is h,. 
Proof: It follows from the description of K,-types in Y(S,) that Cm(B) 
is spanned by functions of the form (3.9) with h’ E Xi,‘, Cm(S,) and h”E 
%‘*“‘c Cm(Sy), where (j, 1) (resp. (k, m)) satisfy (3.1)-(3.5) with r=p 
(resp. r = q). However the integral (3.9) vanishes unless I= m, because of 
(3.6). Hence C”(B) is spanned by the spaces SM. The irreducibility of sV 
under K follows from the fact that the trivial representation has multiplicity 
one in 6,067 (6: denotes the representation contragradient o 6,). Since 
K-types thus have multiplicity one in C”(K/M), each K-type contains a 
unique one-dimensional space of M-fixed vectors (Frobenius reciprocity). 
Therefore, h, is unique. i 
Remark. Proposition 3.1 answers a question posed in [5, p. 399, 
lines 4-51. 
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4. THE K-DECOMPOSITION OF THE EIGENSPACES 
In this section the K-types occurring in gj. are described, for each i. E C. 
Using the spherical coordinates (2.4) we see that every K-type in &j, must 
occur in C”(B) and hence is given by a parameter ,D E A. For p E A let 
gj.,&= (f~&;.Ifis K-finite of type ,B}. (4.1 ) 
The functions in gj.+ can be explicitly desribed using special functions. 
For ,j~ E and k 3 0 we define a function (P~,~,~ E Cm(R) by 
Cpj .,I, k(t) = cash’ t sinhk t T(c~ + 1 ) ’ cpl,“,fl’(t) (4.2) 
where c( = k + dq/2 - 1, D = j + dpJ2 - 1, and cpj;,fi) is the Jacobi function 
qj:,T”)(t) = F(+(cr + B + 1 + A), $(a + j3 + 1 - j”); CI + 1; -sinh’ t). 
(The factor T(a + l)-’ is introduced only to simplify certain formulas). For 
A E @, p = (j, k, /) E A, and h E SP we define a P-function Q,(h) on D by 
@3.th)(Y3 f, = h(.Y) (PA,j.k(f)2 (4.3) 
for y E B and t E 10, co [. Obviously Q,(h) is K-finite of type p. 
LEMMA 4.1. a,(h) extends to a K-finite CX-function on X, also given by 
(4.3) (with TV [0, a[). 
Proof: Through (2.2) we may assume 5 = DX Since h E xp is a sum of 
products of spherical harmonics, we can extend it to a polynomial h on 
Rp + “, homogeneous of degree j on Rp and homogeneous of degree k on 
W. Then 
@,(h)(x)=Ch(x)F(a,b,c; -xz+,- ... -xi+,) 
for x~A’, for suitable constants C, a, 6, and c. From this the lemma 
follows. i 
THEOREM 4.2. For each A E @ and p E A the map @;, : STY -+ Coo(X) is a 
K-isomorphism onto E,,, . 
Proof (cJ: [S, p. 4271 and for p = 1 [ll, Theorem 4.51). Expressing in 
spherical coordinates the Laplacian on functions K-finite of type p, and 
separating the variables gives an equation of hypergeometric type in t, 
whose only solutions regular at 0 are proportional to v~.,~. Therefore 
G,(h) E &?i,r, and aA is onto. 1 
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In particular, each K-type in &i has multiplicity one. Also it follows that 
the space of M-fixed vectors in c?~,~ is spanned by the function 
fi, = @A&J (4.4) 
where h, is given by (3.10). 
Notice that Eq. (4.2) can be used as the starting point for obtaining 
Faraut’s solution to problem A, using the inversion formula for the Jacobi 
transform which has been given an elementary proof in [ 151 (cf. [16, 
p. 361 and [S, p. 4281). Actually, using (2.2) the solution to problem A can 
be reduced to the case IF = R, where it was solved in [ 191. 
5. THE ACTION OF Y 
Let &‘y denote the space of M-fixed K-finite functions in &i.. From the 
previous section we know that b”” n &i,,q is spanned by f+, for each ~1 EA. 
Since M commutes with Y it is clear that rri,( Y) leaves CT? invariant. Using 
the explicit formulas for fi+ we can now determine explicitly the action of 
7ci,( Y) on &y. 
For the statement of the following theorem we define fj.,,, = 0 if v $ A. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let il E @ and let p = (j, k, 1) E A. Then n,.(Y) fj..,r = 
C, avfi.,,, with the following coefficients a,, : 
xi(j+k+p+l)(j+k+p-A), 
xi(j+k+p+l)(j+k+p-A), 
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xi(j-k-dq+p+i)(,j-k-dq+p-i), 
aj l.k+lJ ,=I::::,“r:l[k~~~~~Y[?i+~-Zj 
xi(j-k-dq+p+i)(,j-k-dq+p-i), 
and a,, = 0 otherwise, where each term in square brackets is replaced hi, 1 if 
its denominater is zero. 
Proqf: Obviously rci( Y),f;,, = C a,,,fj.,v for some unique constants a,,. To 
determine these constants we compute rc,.( Y) ,f,,Jx) explicitly for .Y E X. It 
suffices to consider x in a dense subset of X, so we may assume .Y = 
(J, t) E Q with y, # 0 and y, + y # 0. By definition 
(5.1) 
We define y(s) E B and t(s) > 0 by 
for s sufficiently small so that a +x E 52. We then have the following set of 
identities, modulo right multiplication from U( 1; 5): 
yl(s) cash t(s) = y, cash t cash s - I’,, + y sinh t sinh s, 
y>(s) cash t(s) = y, cash t, 
y,(s) cash t(s) = y, cash t, 
y,,+ I(~) sinh t(s) = y,,+ l sinh t, 
?’ ,+,Pl(S)sinh t(s)=y,+,-,sinht, 
yP + y(.?) sinh t(s) = - yl cash t sinh .V + yP + y sinh t cash s. 
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Let5,?E[O,K/2[bedefinedbyly,l=cos5andly,+,l=cosrl,andletcp 
be defined by Re(y,y,+,/(y,y,+,()=coscp and O<q<n. if [F=[w or W, 
Y~Y~+~/IY~~~+~I =e iV and O<cp<271 if [F=C. (Notice that q~(O,rr) if 
F=R). 
Define c(s), q(s), and q(s) similarly. For x in a dense subset of X these 
functions depend smoothly on s in a neighborhood of 0. By straightforward 
calculations it follows from the identities above that 
dt 
zo= 
-cos 5 cos 4 cos cp, 
& 
zo= 
sin 5 cos q cos cp tanh t, 
4 
z, 




cos tj cos r 
-tanh t+- 
cost cos rj 
Let x(d; 1; cp) denote the following function of 50: 
e i/q if [F= [w or C, 
x(4 I; cp) = 
(‘-t l)-’ 
sin(l+ 1) 40 
sin cp if IF=W, 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
then it follows from (3.10) and (4.4) that fi,,, is given by the equation 
since 
(for IF = W, cf. [28, p. 491). 
From (5.1)-(5.5) and (5.7) it follows that 
n,d Y) fA,JX) 
= sin 5 -$ e(p; d; j, I; <) cos r] e(q; d; k, 1; ‘1) tanh t cpl,j,k(t) 
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+ cos 4 e(p; d; j, 1; 5) sin q 1 e(q; d; k, I; 9) coth t (Pj.,,,k(t) 
& 





sin rp d x(d; 1; cp). (5.8) cos q dv 
The terms involving cp in (5.8) are determined from the following lemma, 
the proof of which is elementary. 
LEMMA 5.2. We have 
where each term in square brackets is replaced by 1 fits denominator is zero. 
Insertion into (5.8) gives 
where 
A,= -&+SinS-$ e(p;d;j,1;5) 
> 
x cos v 4q; 4 k, 1; r) tanh t Vj..,,k(t) 
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+ cos 4 4p; 4 j, 1; 5) 
X I+ sin q f 
cos rj 
e(q; d; k, 1; q) coth t cpj,Jt) 
- cos 4 e(p; 4 j, 1; 5) cos v 4q; 4 k 1; ‘I) -$ (P>.,j,k(t) 
and A, is obtained from A, by formally replacing 1 with -1 -d + 2. 
The terms involving 5 and ‘1 are now determined from the next lemma, 
the proof of which follows from standard formulas for hypergeometric 
functions (e.g. [14, Lemma 4.11). For the statement we define 
e(r; d; a, b; 0) = 0 whenever a and h do not satisfy (3.1)-(3.5). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let e(0) =e(r; 1; a, b; 0) be defined by (3.8), and let 
0~ [0,7c/2[ ifr> 1, or O=O ifr= 1. Then 
(0 cos 0 e(0) = 
a+b+dr-2 








2a+dr-2 1 e(r;d;a+l,b+l;Q) 
-(o+dr-2)[20~jlr6-2]e(r:d:a-l,b+l;~), 
where each term in square brackets is replaced by 1 ifits denominator is zero. 
When these formulas are inserted into A, in (5.9) the result is the 
following, after rearrangement of the terms 
A = j+l+dp-2 k+l+dq-2 
I 
[ 2j+dp-2 IL 2k+dq-2 1 
xe(p;d,j+l,1+1;5)e(q;d;k+l,l+l;rl)B, 
xe(p;d;j+l,l+l;c)e(q;d;k-l,l+l;q)E, 





Bl = (.i tad t + k coth t) (~~,~,~(t) -i (~~,,,~(t), 
&= (jtanh f- (k++2)coth t) ~~,,,k(t)-~wi,,k(r); 
B,= t-G+ 4 -2) tanh t+k coth 1) (Pj,,,.k(f) --$ ‘Pj.,,,k(l), 
B,=(-(j+dp-2)tanhr-(k+dq-2)cothr)’p,~,,~(r)--~~j..j,,(f). 
The terms B,, B, etc. are determined from the following lemma, the 
proof of which easily follows from standard relations for hypergeometric 
functions. Notice that B, and B, are obtained from B, and Bz by a formal 
replacement of ,j with -j - dp + 2. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let qj..i,k(t) be defined by (4.2). Then 
(i) (jtanh t + k coth t) (P,.,j,k -$ (Pj.,/.k 
=$(j+k+p+I)(j+k+p-A)~,,,,+,,X+,, andifk>O 
(ii) (jtanht-(k+dq-2)cothr)rpj..,.,-~~j.,,,, 
= -&I. A,, + I .k ~~ I ’ 
Inserting these relations into the expression for A, we get 
A,X(d;f+l;cp)=Ca f. /+l.k+l,l+l. x.,+l,ktI,/+I 
where the coefficients are as stated in the theorem. Replacing I with 
-I- d + 2 we get a similar expression for the second term in (5.9), and the 
theorem is proved. 1 
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6. THE COMPOSITION SERIES OF xn, 
The composition series of rcl is completely described if all closed 
invariant subspaces of JFA are determined. With this purpose we define some 
subspaces of gA: 
If 1 E p + 22 + let 
T,= (p=(j, k, Z)EAlj+k<l-p} 
and let 5). be the finite dimensional subspace C, E rj cF~.,..~ of &Fj.. 
If q> 1 and A~p+dp+22, let 
and let ~j. be the closure in Fj, of C ~~ yj.&j.iP. Notice that 6. = (0) if p = 1 
and ;I<p-d. 
If q>p=l, IF =@, and AEp+22+, let VT and V,: be defined by 
and let V: be the closure of .ZP, ,,; c?~,~. Notice that FL = VT n “Y-F and 
vJ.=-Y: +r,. 
Ifp> 1 and AEp+dq+2H, let 
and let ej. be the closure of C Ir E Ui, &“,,P. If moreover dq is even and 13 p, let 
wA=$+4YA.Noticethatifq>1 then&j,=KA,andifq=l andAdp-d 
then (&!A =~j,. 
Ifp>q= 1, F=C, and il~p+22+, let WT and W,- be defined by 
and let w: be the closure of C,, w; 6A,,. Notice that WA = “ly-2 n w; and 
&A==; +w,7. 
Notice that since rc pi. = x1 we only have to consider A with Re 13 0. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A E C and assume Re A 2 0. The closed G-invariant 
subspaces of c!?>. are those spaces among the following, which are defined for 
the value of d, p, q, and 1 in question: (O}, FA, aA, VA, “ILT,, VF, w:, gj.. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let ;1 E @ and Re i > 0. n, is irreducible if and only if 
one of the following conditions hold 
(i) A-~$22. 
(ii) dp and dq are even and A-pE2Z+ 1. 
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(iii) p and q are odd, [F=[w, A-pE22 and A<p. 
(iv) p= 1 or q= 1 and Abp-d. 
(v) p=q=l, F=W andA=l. 
(vi) p = q = 1, F = IF8 and A # 0. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A E C and Re A 2 0. n, has a unique irreducible non- 
zero subrepresentation except when p > 1, dq is even, and A E p + 22 + , where 
both FL and ai, are closed invariant subspaces. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. From general principles (cf. [ 3, Theorem 3.171) 
it follows that the G-invariant closed subspaces of &)~ are precisely the 
closures of the (8, K)-invariant subspaces of the space of K-finite vectors in 
gj.. Let g = 4 + b be the Cartan decomposition of 8. Since the K-orbit of Y 
spans b linearly, a subspace of K-finite vectors in &A is (g, K)-stable if and 
only if it is stable under ~j.( Y) and K. From the expression for rci.( Y) fj..,, in 
Theorem 5.1 we can determine the (nj,( Y), K)-stable subspaces just by 
determining which coefficients vanish. From this the theorem is easily 
obtained. 1 
The justification of the corollaries is straightforward from Theorem 6.1. 
Remarks. For [F = [w the irreducibility of +!.!;, is proved in [21] by a 
similar method, and the irreducitibility of Ej, under condition (i) is proved 
in [22]. Corollary 6.3 is closely related to [IS, Theorem 3.21. 
The subspaces %i are of particular interest because they are related to 
the discrete series for X. Let dx be the measure on X given by 
where A(t) = (2 cash t)dpp’(2 sinh t)d”p ‘, and dy is invariant measure on 
B = K/M. Up to normalization dx is the unique G-invariant measure on X 
(cf. [25, Theorem 8.1.11). Let D c @ be defined by 
D= (~E@IA>O, A-pEdqt2Z). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let 1 E @ and Re A > 0, and let ,u E A. Then gj.;.,# c L*(X) l# 
and only (fp> 1, AED and ALE UA. 
Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and [6, Lemma A.31. 
I 
From Theorem 6.4 one concludes that the discrete series for X consists 
precisely of the closures of ej, in L*(X) for 1, ED (using, e.g. [ 1, 
Theorem 1.51). Since we know from Theorem 6.2 that each of these spaces 
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is irreducible we thus have a complete description of the discrete series (the 
parametrization by D is due to Faraut [S, p. 4321). In particular, we have 
explicitly described the K-type structure of each discrete series represen- 
tation. 
Remark. It is striking that for q = 1 all K-finite functions in &A are 
square integrable if 0 < i d p - d and J. - p + dq mod 2. 
7. POISSON TRANSFORMATIONS 
Consider the principal series representations of G associated to X, defined 
as follows. Let r be the G-invariant cone 
r= {ZE [Fp+y I[z,z]=0,z#0} 
and let E = r/w where - is the equivalence relation z -ZU for all ZE r, 
u E U( 1; lF). For I E @ let C?(z) denote the space of Cm-functions cp on r 
satisfying 
for all z E r and u E IF, v # 0 (in particular, we may consider p a function on 
E). Notice that SC r, and by restriction we can identify CT(E) with 
Cm(B) for each A E @. Denote by c1 the regular representation of G on 
C?(E). Notice that ei, is unitarisable in L2(B) when A is purely imaginary 
( [ 5, Proposition 5.11). 
It is of interest to compare the representations (TV and nA of G. When 
p = 1, X is Riemannian and comparison of Theorem 6.1 with [ 14, 
Theorem 5.11 shows that the composition series of g1 and nl. resemble ach 
other if Re 1 b 0. In this case it actually follows from [ 10, Theorem IV 1.41 
that the (8, K)-modules of CJ~ and nA are isomorphic. Moreover the 
isomorphism is given by the Poisson transformation defined by 
Yfdx)= [ I[x,bll-“-“cp(b)db 
JB 
(7.1) 
for cp E C”(B) and x E X. Here, by definition, 1 [x, b] I = I [z, y] I where z E Z 
and y E S are chosen in the class of x and b, respectively. 
We consider now p > 1. In analogy with (7.1) we define 
9icp(x)=r(-f(i+p-d))P11 I[x,b]l-“-P~(b)db (7.2) 
B 
for cp E C”(B) and x E A’. From [S, Proposition 5.31 we have that 9).,cp is 
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well defined by this integral if Re 1 is sufftciently small, and by analytic 
continuation for all 2~ C (the factor in front cancels the poles in the 
meromorphic continuation of the integral). Furthermore, ~j,“,cP is in 8,. and 
is G-equivariant. Pj, is called the Poisson tranJformation for X (with 
parameter A). 
Let ,a, c &A denote the closure of the image of Pj,. We now determine 9,, 
which due to the equivariance of PI. must be one of the spaces mentioned in 
Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 7.1. Assume p > 1 and Re I. 30. If i--p ~dq+ 22 then 
Yj. = “a;~, otherwise 9;. = &j,. 
Proof: Using the expansion of the functions in C”‘(B) into their K-type 
components, it suffices to determine those K-types p E n for which 
$,(X’“) # (0). Th’ 1s is done using the following lemma, after which we will 
resume the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let the measure on B be normalized such 
that B has volume 1. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let ,a = (j, k, 1) E A and h E 21’. 
%h = B(4 PL) @j.(h) 
Then 
where QL(h) is given by Lemma 4.1, and p(& p) is the constant 
(7.3) 
B(A CL) = 




Proof: The existence of some constant /?(A, u) such that (7.3) holds 
follows from the equivariance of PA and Theorem 4.2. Taking h = h,, (given 
by (3.10)) the value of /?(,I, p) can be determined. The computation is 
nearly identical with Appendix B of [S]. i 
From the lemma we see that 9$(X”) = {0} if and only if 
(i) ,j--kEE.+p-dp-22, or 
(ii) I+~E -2L+ andj+k> -2-p. 
Now (ii) is excluded since Re I > 0, and Theorem 7.1 follows. 1 
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Remark. For p = 1, where 9” is defined by (7.1) we also have 
Lemma 7.2, but with (7.4) replaced by 
(- l)(j--k)‘2 f(f(n+p+j+k))r(-t(~+p-d)) 
ZJ#+p))r(-;(A+p-d--j+k)) 
(7.5) 
(cf., also [ll, Theorem 4.51). In this case it is well known (and follows 
from (7.5)) that YA = &A for Re A > 0 (except in the trivial case [F = R, 
p=q= 1). 
From the proof of Theorem 7.1 we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let A E Cc and Re A 3 0. 
(a) Zf-~~22 andlap then A,=FA. 
(b) Zf q > 1 and (1): 1 -p E 22, I < p, and dp is even, or (2): 
I-p~1+22anddpisodd, thenAl=VJ,. 
(c) In all other cases than (a) and (b), ~~j.=~;.. 
In particular, for every G-invariant irreducible closed subspace Y of &A we 
have Y=Y). or Y=Aj,. 
Proof Statements (a), (b), and (c) follow by the same reasoning as 
Theorem 7.1. The last statement follows from Theorem 6.1 by inspection of 
each case. 1 
From Corollary 7.3 we obtain that every irreducible subrepresentation of 
rtj, is equivalent to a quotient (and hence by duality a subrepresentation) of 
cj. or 0 ~j, (This is an analog of Casselman’s theorem [4]). 
For p E C”(B) we now define a function 9’;cp on X by 
We have 
and thus, if 9PAq = 0, then B;cp E ~9~. Let 
(7.6) 
be the map obtained by composing 9;. with the projection onto gi/YA. 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let 1 E C. The map 8; is a G-invariance. If Re A > 0 it is 
an isomorphism onto a dense subset of c$./&. 
Proof: Let cp E ker 9;. c C”(B). Using (7.2) and analytic continuation 
we get 
from which the equivariance property follows. 
Assume PEA and JP c ker PA:, then &A, p) =0 (cf. (7.3)). From (7.6) 
and (7.3) we obtain 
9jh = /3’(A, p) D,(h) (7.7) 
for h E %‘@‘, where /I’(& p) = d/dv 1 V=i. j?(v, p). Thus P’;(%‘“) = 0 if and only 
if b’(& p) = 0. However it follows from Lemma 7.2 that the zeros of jI(n, p) 
are of order one in A when Re 2 > 0. Therefore P’(n, p) # 0 and the theorem 
follows. a 
Remark. Let 9;. c &;. be the sum of Yj. and the closure of the image 9:. 
(ker Pj,). From the theorem it follows that 9;. = gj, if Re i 3 0. Actually it 
follows from the proof and Lemma 7.2 that Y;. = ~j. for all 13. EC, except 
when dp is even, q > 1, and /z E -p - 22 + . In this case 3;. = Y? j. and dif- 
ferentiating once more with respect o i, we get an isomorphism B;! of ker 
9;. onto a subset of 8J-a:. 
From Theorem 7.4 we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.5. Let AE @. Every irreducible subquotient of II,, is 
infinitesimally equivalent o an irreducible subquotient of Q;,, and vice versa. 
8. THE EXCEPTIONAL SPACES 
Let G = Fi be the simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra 9 is a 
normal real from of the exceptional simple Lie algebra p4 (i.e. 9 =+“(-2,,j), 
and let K= Spin(B) be maximally compact in G. G contains the group H = 
Spin( 1,8) as a symmetric subgroup (cf. [2]). In this section we consider the 
eigenspace representations for G/K and G/H, and sketch results similar to 
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those proved in the previous sections for the projective hyperbolic spaces. 
The symmetric space G/K has previously considered been in [ 13,291, and 
G/H in [IS] (where problem A is solved). To emphasize the analogy with 
the hyperbolic spaces we denote G/K = X( 1,2; 0) and G/H = X(2, 1; O), 
where 0 is the algebra of Cayley numbers. Let d = dim. 0 = 8. 
Choose an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN such that the Lie algebra a 
of A is also a Cartan subspace for G/H, and let Yea be such that the 
positive restricted roots are c( and 2cr, where c(( Y) = 1. Let M be the 
centralizer of a in K, then M z Spin (7) and K/M E S15 (cf. [ 131). Since 
M is connected and a is a Cartan subspace also for G/H we have that 
M c H. We then have spherical coordinates on X = X( p, q; CD) (cf. [25, 
Proposition 7.1.71): 
K/Mx JO, co[rBcX 
(kA4, t) ---f ka, .O 
(8.1) 
where a, = exp t Y, 0 E X is the origin, and Q is an open dense subset of X. 
Let w be the Casimir element for 9, and let rc denote the regular represen- 
tation of G on Cm(X). We define the Laplace operator d by 
A = 72x(w) 
(72 is the square of the Killing norm of Y), and for I EC we define the 
eigenspace &‘i. by (2.3) where p = 11. 
The K-decomposition of C” (K/M) follows from [ 13, Theorem 3.11: The 
K-types occurring are parametrized by pairs (a, 6) of integers satisfying 
a 2 b > 0 and a = b mod 2, each occurring with multiplicity one. Moreover 
the corresponding subspace Z’,b c C”(K/M) contains a unique M-fixed 
function h,,, with value 1 at the origin. The function h,,, is given by the 
formula 
h,,bb) = x(8; k cp) e(2; 8; a, 6; 0) (8.2) 
for y E K/M, where 8 E [0,7c/2] and cp E [0, rc] are determined by y = 
(Y i ,..., y,,) E S”, cos* 8 = y: + . . . + yg, and y, = cos 8 cos cp, and where 
x(8; b; cp) = COS’ qF( -b/2, (1 - b)/2; 7/2; -tan2 cp) and e(2; 8; a, 6; f3) is 
defined by (3.8) (for cp # 71/2 and 8 # 7c/2). 
In order to keep the analogy with Section 3 we define n as the set of 
triples p = (j, k, I) of integers satisfying respectively k > j= 12 0 if 
(p,q)=(1,2), andj&k=lbO if (p,q)=(2,1). For PE/~ let Xp=Z“‘,h 
and h, = h,,, with (a, b) = (k, I), respectively (a, 6) = (j, I). Let Fj~,~ be given 
by (4.1), define (P~.,~,~ by (4.2), and @;,(h)E P(Q) by (4.3) for hEXp. In 
particular let fj..,, = @,(h,). 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let (p, q)= (1,2) or (2, 1 ), and let X = X( p, q; CD). Lrr 
i.E@. 
(i) The K-types in C&(X) are parametrized by A, each occurring with 
multiplicity one. For each u E A and h E ~9~ the ,function Q;(h) on Q extends 
to a function in &j.,V and @A is a K-isomorphism qf .Hp onto &;,II. 
(ii) The statement qf Theorem 5.1 holds word,for word,for A’. 
Proof (sketch). We use the notation from 1291. By [29, p. 5381 (resp. 
[IS, p. 531) X(1, 2; 0) (resp. X(2, 1; 0)) can be realized as the G-orbit in 
d,,2 through E, (resp. E,). From [29, p. 540(12) and p. 531(2)] it follows 
that if the point X([, ~3) E #,,, ([E II’, M’E 0’, notation [29, p. 5231) equals 
ku,E, (resp. ku,Ej) then 
i, = cash’ t (resp. <, = sinh” t) (8.3) 
i3 = -sinh’ t 1~1’ (resp. <? = cash’ t 1~1’) (8.4) 
~3~ = -sinh t cash t u (resp. same relation ) (X.5) 
kt‘3 = -sinh t cash t v (resp. same relation) (8.6) 
where u, c E 0 are determined from kM6 K/M via K/Mz {(u, 2%) E
0 / luI’+ IV/~ = 1 ) (expressions for ir and II’, are not needed in the 
following). 
Using these relations the extension of QR(h) to C’ (X) is proved in a 
similar manner as Lemma 4.1. Expressing the Laplacian in spherical coor- 
dinates (cf. [ 18, p. 321) (i) is then obtained. 
Let 5, q E [0, n/2] and cp E [0, rc] be defined from kA4E K/M as follows: 
Let i”=O, lu~=cosyl, and Reu=cosq coscp if p=l (resp. lul=cos<, 
q = 0, and Re u = cos t cos cp if p = 2). Consider the action of the one- 
parameter group (a,),Y, w on ka,. 0, and define k(s) A4 and t(s) by 
LI ,ka, ‘0 = k(s) a,(,). 0. Define r(s), q(s), and q(s) from k(s) A4 similarly as 
above. Using [29, p. 540(12)] and (8.3))(8.6) the identities (5.2)-(5.5) are 
proved, and the proof of Theorem 5.1 can then be repeated. 1 
We now define subspaces Y;., ‘ai,, I j., and Uj of 8, as in Section 6 and 
obtain 
THEOREM 8.2. Let (p,q)=(2,1) or (1,2), X=X(p,q;CD), E.E@ and 
Re i. 3 0. 
(i) 71;. is irreducible tf and only tf I. 4 5 + 2L + 
(ii) Zf AE5+22+ the only nontrivial closed invariant .&spaces of 8, 
are Cc. (if jW 3 11) and Vj. (if p = 1 ), respectively 3Yj (lf p = 2). 
(iii) Let u E A. Then ~?7;,,~, c L’(X) if and only ifp = 2, I. E 1 + 2Z + and 
tt E J&,~. Thus I. E 1 $ 2L, parametrizes the discrete .serie.s,fOr G/H. 
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The parametrization of the discrete series for Fi/Spin( 1, 8) was first 
obtained by Kosters [18]. 
Finally, for cp E C”(K/M) the Poisson transforms are defined as follows: 
Let to = E, - E, + Fi E X,Z (notation of [29]) and let 




(cf. [29, p. 5453 and [18, p. 581. Notice that (8.8) involves analytic con- 
tinuation). For these transformations (7.3) holds again, with /I given by 
(7.5) ifp=l (cf. [ll, Theorem4.51) and by (7.4) ifp=2 (cf. [18, p.701). 
Therefore the results of Section 7 also hold for the exceptional spaces. 
9. REMARKS ON SPHERICAL DISCRETE SERIES 
Let p > 1. We have seen in Section 6 and 8 that the discrete series for 
X(p, q; F) is parametrized by the set D, and that Uj. is the set of K-types 
(each occurring with multiplicity one) in the discrete series representation 
with parameter 1. In particular we see that this discrete series represen- 
tation is spherical (i.e., contains the trivial K-type) if and only if I < p - dq 
(cf. also [7, Section 83). In this case it is of particular interest to determine 
the Langlands parameters of this spherical unitary representation. Actually, 
for the groups in question (the identity component of G) an irreducible 
spherical representation is uniquely determined by its infinitesimal charac- 
ter (this follows from [9, Theorem 7.51). Since we know that the Laplacian 
d acts on %A with the eigenvalue A2 - p2, the infinitesimal character of the 
discrete series representation can be determined, and the Langlands 
parameters can be deduced. 
From the condition 0 <a < p - dq it follows that p > q, so 9 contains a 
q-dimensional split abelian subspace a#. Let fi ,..., f, be coordinates on a/, 
such that a positive system of roots of mfi in 9 is given by 
{f&fiTf,? u/l 1 di<j<q, 1 fl<q) 
with the multiplicities d, (p - q) d, and d - 1 respectively. The 
corresponding p is 
P(Q= 
( 
t&+4)- l,$.J+q-2)- l,..., * -d(p--+2)-l . 
> 
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Reasoning as indicated above we obtain: 
THEOREM 9.1. Let p > 1 and let the projective hyperboloid A’= X(p, q; iF) 
be realized as a semisimple symmetric space GjH where G = SO,(p, q), 
SU(p, q), Sp(p, q), or FA. The discrete series for X contains spherical 
representations of G if and only ifd/2(p - q) > 1. Under this condition it con- 
tains precisely the spherical represenations 71, determined by the Langlands 
parameters v = (v, ,..., vy) on a as follows (with respect to the coordinates on 
n as above): 
vi=i(p+q-2j)- 1 (j= l,..., q- 1) 
v,=i(p-q)- I-2n 
with n = 0, l,... and 2n < d/2(p - q) - 1. In particular these spherical 
representations of G are unitary. 
For Sp(p, 2) the unitarity of rc, was suggested and given a different proof 
by Baldoni Silva and Knapp. Their result and technique of proof was 
announced in [31]. The (8, K)-modules of the representations mentioned 
in Theorem 9.1 can also be realized via derived functor modules (which are 
unitarizable by [ 301). 
EXAMPLE. Let G = Sp(5, 2). The spherical representations in L*(G/H) 
for H= Sp( 1) x Sp(4,2) are indicated by *‘s in the following diagram. 
Other unitary spherical representations related to semisimple symmetric 
spaces (but not hyperboloids) are indicated by x’s (cf. [24, 
Corollary 7. lo]). (See Fig. 1.) 
Remark. The projective hyperboloids are isotropic symmetric spaces of 
rank one. The non-isotropic symmetric spaces of rank one (cf. [S, 
Table 11) contain no spherical representations in their discrete series (this 
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